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Title
Description and Collection of Southwest Florida Insect Species of Forensic Importance
Student Author(s)
Alexa Barrios, Biology (B.S.)
Haley Vance, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Joyce Fassbender, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Decomposition of carrion is a natural process facilitated and advanced by carrion-feeding insects that
degrade the remains of animals. Carrion-feeding insects colonize animal remains in waves of succession
with different species arriving at specific stages of decomposition (Amendt et al. 2004). The species
present in each wave indicate the stage of decomposition for both animal and human remains. Forensic
entomologists can use insect species present on a cadaver to gain information about the time since
death, whether drugs were involved, or whether the deceased was moved after death (Joseph et al.
2011). Insects of forensic importance have not yet been extensively studied in southwest Florida. This
project aimed to augment the understanding of which insects of forensic importance are found in
southwest Florida and at what times and stages of decay they colonize carrion. Two baited exclusion
cages were set up to attract carrion-feeding insects: one baited with an organic, whole chicken and
another with a pork shoulder. Cages were checked, and specimens collected, daily for three weeks.
Insect specimens were prepared and preserved as a collection to educate future entomology students.
Title
Literature Review: Essential oils ancient applications, composition and properties, and how it impacts
breast cancer cells
Student Author(s)
Ashley Castellon, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Lyndsay Rhodes, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Essential oils are lipophilic, aromatic, volatile liquids that function as secondary metabolites in plants in
terms of survival. Derived from various plant anatomical parts, essential oils are characterized by their
distinct aroma. When inhaled, the aromatic chemicals bind to olfactory receptors which sends signals to
the limbic system, promoting a behavioral and emotional reaction, and the signal travels to the
parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous system. Essential oils have long been used in traditional
healing treatments, maquillage, fragrance, and culinary arts in numerous cultures around the world. The

e first written record of essential oil usage dates to Chinese and Indian medicine around 3000 and 2000
BC. Cancer is a growing health concern with 1,806,590 new cases, in the United States, in the year 2020
alone. Breast cancer is the most common cancer affecting women and it results from uncontrolled
proliferation of cells in the breast tissue developing a mass. Depending on various factors, treatment
options include surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, targeted therapy, and
immunotherapy. Research studies have pushed in recent years to explore essential oils and its
constituents, particularly to understand its mechanisms of action and anticancer properties as a
potential cancer treatment in combination with traditional cancer therapies to reduce toxic side effects
and drug resistance. This literature review presents a broad overview of essential oils anticancer
properties and its mechanism of action with a particular focus on which essential oils have an impact on
breast cancer cells.
Student Author(s)
Karina Delgado, Biology (B.S.)
Michelle Mcfatridge, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Mustafa Mujtaba, Biological Sciences

Abstract
Fibroblast cells are found in connective tissues and are responsible for releasing collagen and
extracellular matrices that assist with the framework and repair of tissues after a wound or injury. In this
study, we determined revival times of mouse L929 fibroblast cells after various degrees of starvation
conditions by varying fetal bovine serum (FBS) concentrations in the growth medium. Cells were grown
to confluency in 24 well plates and then media replaced and grown in 10%, 5%, 2%, and 0% FBS
containing medium (EMEM) for several weeks, after which cells were given complete EMEM medium to
regenerate cells and assess viability under the microscope as well as using the WST-1 proliferation and
cytopathic assays. Results showed that cells undergoing starvation conditions for as long as 26 days
using 0% and 2% FBS containing medium could be regenerated whereas cells grown in 10% and 5%
FBS containing medium were only revivable if they were starved for 14 days or less. Cells being
incubated with no or low FBS serum levels survived the longest and were able to regenerate even after
four weeks of starvation conditions. Thus, the data generated by this study increases our knowledge of
fibroblast tissue cell survival.

Title
Anthropause and Mockingbirds calls
Student Author(s)
Mira Ghali, Biology (B.A.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Charles Gunnels, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Anthropause is a decrease in modern human activity, which was observed during the COVID-19
pandemic when people quarantined in their homes to avoid the virus. This Anthropause affected many
parts of the environment, including the soundscape. Low-frequency sounds, for example, largely
disappeared because of reduced human activity outside, such as talking, driving, and construction. This
poster examines the changed soundscape on mockingbirds' calls during and post-anthropause.
Mockingbirds are valuable because their calls are distinctive and highly variable. To understand the
effect of the Anthropause on Mockingbird calls, audio recorders were placed at three different locations
on FGCU campus which recorded for five minutes every hour 24/7. The audio files were analyzed using a
software called Raven Pro. The audio analysis showed that mockingbird calls are usually in three
repetitive calls between the frequencies of 1390 Hz and 4720 Hz. Each call was approximately two
seconds long and was repeated three times for a total of a six second call. Mockingbird calls were also
higher than associated human sounds, such as people speaking or driving past a recorder. Mockingbirds
appear to be calling in higher frequencies than mechanical and human noises. However, it remains to be
determined whether they changed their calls during and after Anthropause.

Title
Effects of beach renourishment on nesting and hatching success of Caretta caretta on Collier County, FL
Beaches
Student Author(s)
Sasha Iglesias, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Nora Demers, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Caretta caretta, or the loggerhead sea turtle, is thought to have one of the broadest nesting
geographical ranges and distributions, with the largest nesting concentration found in Florida. Despite
this, Caretta caretta is labeled as a vulnerable species under the International Union for Conversation of
Nature. The prime reason for that and thus their biggest threat is the loss of nesting sites as a result of
human development and beach destruction. Such factors decrease the success of nesting and hatching
of the species. However, beach renourishment, or the addition of sediment in areas where erosion has
caused a reduction in the beach width, has been proven to have varying effects on nesting and hatching
success in loggerhead sea turtles. Among those processes are different types of renourishment in which
studies have proven to affect Caretta caretta nesting diversely. This research was conducted to
determine how different kinds of beach renourishment affected the percentage of loggerhead turtles
that chose to nest on the beach, as well as the survival rate of hatchlings, an average of three years
later. Research was collected by compiling sea turtle nesting records from Collier County beaches for
years 2006 to 2018, with accompanying GIS data. Data collections and field observations throughout the
various types of beach renourishment; mechanical, hydraulic and upland, correlate to specific findings
and level of success among the process of nesting and hatching. The data included the number of nests
present on a given beach, as well as the number of hatchlings that had emerged and survived from nests
in comparison to hatchlings found that had died or not hatched. The excavation data along with GIS
statistics were logged under specific beach names and dates to be further analyzed and compared
through a series of charts and graphs. The results concluded a strong correlation between the presence
of beach renourishment and number of nests found, with a higher percentage of female turtles choosing
to nest on natural beaches. However, beaches with mechanical renourishment showed the highest
hatching success, eggs in a nest that produced live hatchlings, approximately three years after the
process has been completed. These results were explained to include that female turtles preferred
natural beaches due to their natural instinct to return to a familiar area, as well as the disorientation
factor which ultimately deterred them from choosing to nest on renourished beaches. Despite this,
hatchlings appeared to have a higher success rate on mechanically nourished beaches as a result of
more favorable nest conditions. Conclusively, the research on loggerhead sea turtle nesting and
hatching success aids scientists in the conservation and knowledge of the species for the present and
future of sea turtle populations

Title
Development of alginate-based bioink containing RGD peptide fragment versus collagen protein for
bioprinting cancer models
Student Author(s)
Yi Lin Li, Bioengineering (B.S.)
James Gutierrez, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Joseph Staten, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Jiehong Liao, Bioengineering
Abstract
The inclusion of collagen or other cell adhesion proteins in alginate-based bioinks present a more
mechanically and biologically similar growth environment for bioprinting tissue models. Arg-Gly-Asp
(RGD) adhesion peptides derived from extracellular matrix proteins may provide comparable cell
attachment properties as collagen which is more expensive and could be easily denatured. Bioinks
containing RGD have great potential in bioprinting cancerous tissue models that could be used in testing
therapeutic treatments. Although collagen has been included in bioinks for human cervical cancer cells,
no studies have investigated whether RGD peptides are as effective in modeling the cancerous
environment. This work compares the efficacy of various concentrations of RGD peptides against a
collagen standard to determine if RGD peptides can be used in place of collagen to promote cell
attachment and proliferation. Alginate/collagen and alginate/RGD solutions will be prepared at various
concentrations, crosslinked with calcium chloride to form a hydrogel, then seeded with HeLa cells. Cells
will be assessed at 5 and 7 days with live/dead staining and cell morphology and spreading visualized
through microscopy. If RGD peptides are just as effective as full length collagen protein in supporting cell
adhesion and growth, RGD can be a cost effective substitute for collagen in making bioinks ideal for
testing and research.

Title
Comparing 4:6 Ratios of Female Gambusia in Florida Gulf Coast University Campus Locations
Student Author(s)
Jasmine Montes, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Nora Demers, Biological Sciences
Abstract

Gambusia (mosquitofish) are a model organism that we use to study how endocrine disrupting
compounds (EDCs) affect and alter reproductive physiology. EDCs are plasticizers, pesticides,
pharmaceuticals, and personal care products found in bodies of water that cause effects to the
endocrine system resulting in changes to reproductive structure, in our case anal fins. Anal fins in adult
Gambusia holbrooki are composed of 10 fin rays and a 4:6 ratio can be measured by comparing length
of fin ray 4 to fin ray 6. This ratio will determine the level of masculinity in Gambusia. During maturity in
males, fin rays 3-5 undergo elongation, forming the gonopodium, while fin rays 6-10 do not elongate
(Turner 1941). Normal female Gambusia have an average 4:6 anal fin ratio of 1.0, higher than that
depicts masculinization. Dr. Demers EDC senior research team has been using Florida Gulf Coast
University as a control for comparison to other locations. My research is to observe if the different lakes
on FGCU campus are all similar or if they vary in average 4:6 anal fin ratio. Gambusia holbrooki fish
samples were collected at all campus lake locations including Merwin Hall, FGCU Outfall, Food Forest,
Library, North Lake, South Entrance, Sovi Cafeteria, Welcome Center and Whitaker Lake. Samples were
caught by placing fish breeder traps in the littoral zone of each lake. Once caught, the fish samples were
taken back to the lab to be anesthetized, imaged, and measured for data collection. The results of this
analysis showed a p-value of greater than 0.001 meaning there was in fact a difference in each campus
lake location. The 4:6 anal fin ratio in Gambusia was highest, 1.31-1.32, in the Food Forest, North Lake,
and FGCU Outfall and lowest, 1.20-1.23, in the Sovi Cafeteria and Welcome Center. EDCs like vehicle
pollutants, construction work and residential waste in the surrounding area are all environmental
factors that could play into the variation of masculinization.

Title
Pollinators and the Hamelia patens
Student Author(s)
Rachel Pena, Biology (B.S.)
Kali Phillips, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Joyce Fassbender, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Over 80% of the world's flowering plants require a pollinator to reproduce (Simple Truth, 2021). The
symbiotic relationship between plant and pollinator provides insects with energy-rich nectar or proteinrich pollen and plants with pollinators for seed production (Simple Truth, 2021). Flowering plants like
the Hamelia patens lure pollinators with nectar and brightly colored flowers. Insects visiting H. patens
usually visit the flower, but some also visit the ovary once the petals have fallen (Fassbender, personal
communication). In this experiment, we observed H. patens bushes in two locations on campus: FGCU
Food Forest and Mulberry Hill. Observations included what groups of insects visit the firebush and
whether pollinators visited the flower or the ovary. Bushes were observed for two hours several times
per week over a two-month period during peak blooming season. Data recorded included insect group

and the part of the plant visited. Results showed that bees and flies were the most frequent visitors
(87% of visitors). Mann-Whitney U tests were performed on bee and fly data to determine flower/ovary
preference. Results showed that flies significantly preferred visiting flowers rather than ovaries (Uvalue= 30, p-value>0.001) whereas bees showed no preference (U-value=156, p-value=0.86). After
aligning data, we concluded that pollinators in general visited the flower more often; however, some
pollinators, especially the bees, visited the ovary in nearly equal numbers. The results showed that the
ovaries play a bigger role than we expected and makes us question what exactly is causing the
pollinators to be attracted to the ovaries and flower
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Title
Biomechanics Study of the Optimal Golf Swing for Injury Prevention
Student Author(s)
Samantha Bellomo, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Elizabeth Recker, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Rachel Hanneman, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Steven Tran, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Benjamin Siegel, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Derek Lura, Bioengineering
Abstract
Golf is considered a low impact sport, but research has shown that the golf swing can produce large
rotational, lateral, and vertical forces in several key areas of the body. The biomechanics of a golf swing,
including the correlation between golf swing dynamics and injury prevention, has been researched to
learn the effects of the sport on the body. This study adds to this body of literature by assessing the golf
swings of amateur golfers over the age of 18. Specifically, Qualisys 3D marker capture data collected
from 20 participants is used to better understand how changes in swing styles (three-quarter vs. full
swing) and golf club types (irons vs. drivers) can affect the knee adduction moments, knee flexion
angles, torso rotation, pelvis rotation, and wrist flexion angles. The overall goal of this study is to aid in
the prevention of golf-related injury by understanding the effects of club length or swing style on the
body. It is hypothesized that changes in golf club length will affect forces, but variations in swing style
will not reduce performance or club head velocity.

Title
Effects of Vaping and Cannabidiol (CBD) Additives on Lung Cells Under Physiologic Stretch
Student Author(s)
Samantha Bellomo, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Isa Quiroz, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Rachel Hanneman, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Jiehong Liao, Bioengineering
Christopher Geiger

Abstract
Vaping nicotine and cannabidiol (CBD) has recently become popular among young adults. The
detrimental health effects of nicotine are well-known, but vaping CBD is under-studied. Although the
effects of e-liquid flavors, CBD oil, and nicotine vapor on the lungs have been investigated, a
comprehensive study of the combinations of vaping chemicals and induced inflammatory response has
not been conducted. The purpose of this study is to determine the effects of vaping additives, with the
inclusion of flavor, CBD, or nicotine e-liquids on A549 human lung epithelial cells under physiologic
stretch conditions that emulate smoking. Cells will be introduced to cyclic stretch using a standard puff
protocol for 24 hours. Live/dead assays will be performed using trypan blue staining and light
microscopy, and Western blotting will be performed to measure the presence of interleukin-8 (IL-8) and
matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9). Interleukin-8 has been proven to increase the inflammatory
response caused by e-liquids, and metalloproteinases have a degradative effect on the extracellular
matrix, which has important implications in the inflammatory response. All vaping chemicals are
expected to increase the amount of IL-8 and MMP-9 present, with CBD resulting in the minimum
inflammatory response. Understanding the inflammatory response caused by various e-liquids can have
vital implications on the health of vapers.

Title
Characterizing Seasonal Metabolic Behavior of Microbial Communities Impacted by Septic Pollution
Student Author(s)
Alona Chester, Biology (B.A.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Nora Demers, Biological Sciences
Abstract
The overutilization of septic tanks poses a threat to the aquatic ecosystem by introducing nutrients and
potentially harmful pollutants, altering the behavior and composition of the microbiome. To investigate
the characterization and impact of these chemicals on microbiota in these systems, this study utilized
Biolog Ecoplates (Biolog, Inc., Hayward, CA, USA) to observe patterns in carbon utilization among these
microbial communities to assess larger patterning in relation to proximity to septic tanks. Four sites in
the San Carlos Park community were chosen due to the high volume of septic tank utilizing properties.
Two are canals running alongside septic properties, while the other two were lakes with one encircles
with septic properties and the other one surrounded by houses running on city sewer. An additional site
outside the septic community at FGCU Outfall was taken for comparison. Sample sets display differences
in substrate utilization between locations and substrate types, but there was no significant difference
between samples depending on seasonal weather patterns. Samples taken at FGCU Outfall outside of
the septic community displayed significantly lower rates of substrate utilization across all groups and
had very little overlap with other clusters in PCA analyses. The lack of seasonal patterning within the

microbial community and high substrate utilization are behaviors consistent with prior investigations on
the potential impact of septic pollution. These results indicate that observing patterns in microbial
communities using Ecoplates may detect long term symptoms of septic pollution within communities.

Title
Foot Strike Patterns to Increase Running Efficiency and Decrease the Possibility of Injury
Student Author(s)
Dyani Colon, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Olivia Kowalski, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Yilin Li, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Rachel Rose, Bioengineering (B.S.)
James Gutierrez, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Derek Lura, Bioengineering
Abstract
Previous studies have found that rear foot landing strikes during running lead to higher levels of physical
stress, injuries, and decreased efficiency compared with mid and forefoot strikes. This study aims to
further investigate the relationship between foot strike and running efficiency by analyzing the gait cycle
length, ground impact forces, ankle flexion angle, gastrocnemius muscle activity, and leg stiffness of
recreational runners performing rear, mid, and forefoot strikes. We predict that forefoot foot strikes will
exhibit higher plantarflexion angles during initial contact than midfoot or rearfoot strikes and runners
with rearfoot strike patterns will produce higher leg stiffness values, larger ground reaction forces upon
impact, and decreased running gait length in comparison with mid and forefoot strike patterns. We also
speculate that midfoot running strikes will result in a larger amount of muscle activity produced by the
gastrocnemius in comparison to the other foot strikes.

Title
Subspecies of western honeybees (Apis mellifera) in southwest Florida
Student Author(s)
Brianna Davis, Marine Science (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Serge Thomas, Marine & Ecological Sciences
Abstract

Western honeybees (Apis mellifera) have been introduced in the Americas by the Europeans. When
bees are kept in apiaries, apiarists tend to select bees for various traits that are thought beneficial to
them. However, because bees tend to swarm or abscond from their hives, they also hybridize naturally.
Additionally, the deliberate hybridization of western honeybees with the African bees (Apis scutellata) in
Brazil in the mid-fifties and their subsequent escape and fast migration, Africanized bees are also found
in feral hives and apiaries. Thus, this project seeks to identify, at the subspecies level, samples of
western honeybees (Apis mellifera) collected within and outside apiaries of the southwest Florida region
so that one can i) compare the diversity of bees in and outside apiaries as well as ii) estimate the level of
Africanization (subspecies scutellata) of bees in those settings. Bees were collected from the Beekeepers
Association of Southwest Florida and the identification of bees was performed using wings venation
technique using the software "identifly" (www.drawwing.org) developed by Dr. Tofilski (Department of
Zoology and Animal Welfare Agricultural University, Krakow Poland). The bees identified with identifly
were sent for DNA analysis in Poland for the refinement of the software.

Title
Statistical Comparison of Insect Abundance between Two Neighboring Sites
Student Author(s)
Jesse DeBella, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Joyce Fassbender, Biological Sciences
Abstract
About 10% of CO2 emissions in the US is the result of current human agriculture (USDA 2020). Our
current method involves monocultures which use wide plots of land and 1 billion of pounds of pesticides
are used in the US yearly, which negatively affect local insect communities (USGS). A new more
sustainable approach to agriculture has been suggested through permaculture, a technique that focuses
on sustainability, lack of pesticides, and eco-health (Barth 2016). FGCU has implemented permaculture
on campus, but it may not reflect how permaculture would interact with cut lawns sprayed with
pesticides. I conducted an insect sampling survey on privately owned permaculture, as well as
neighboring traditional lawn. The collection was performed with a Malaise trap for a week on each site
during the month of May. The specimens were organized to Order. A two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test
was conducted with a significance level of 0.05. The U statistic was 35. The U critical for p< 0.05 is 17
and the p-value was 0.65, thus the result was not significant and site 1 = site 2. This result suggests that
permaculture can increase insect abundance of the surrounding area, even in the presence of pesticides.
This has large implications for those doing conservation work. Individual property owners might help
local environments and insect communities by establishing permaculture, even without community
cooperation. Strategically placed permaculture islands may also be of benefit for not only the native
wildlife, but also for the local communities as a food source. Further research is required before
anything conclusive is derived.

Title
Developing BioBricks protocols for course-based research
Student Author(s)
Alexandria Duffany, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Lyndsay Rhodes, Biological Sciences
Abstract
The goal of this project is to test the BioBricks™ molecular biology system and to develop for future use
in Cell Biology courses. BioBricks are used to take small individual parts of a DNA sequence and combine
these individual parts into a large circuit to create new synthetic and complex biological systems. This
process works by combining DNA sequences from individual plasmids into more complex molecular
machines. The most basic complete system includes a promotor, ribosome binding site, coding gene,
and terminator. E. coli cells are used to generate plasmids as well as testing the results of newly
synthesized parts. The theory behind the BioBricks system is called 3A Assembly. This process utilizes
restriction enzymes and various antibiotic select to combine part A from one plasmid with part B from a
second plasmid and insert them into a new plasmid backbone, part C. In order to facilitate the use of
this process in a course-based laboratory, I have created a handbook to lead students step-by-step
through the process from initial E. coli plasmid transformation, to DNA isolation, and 3A assembly
restriction digestion. This handbook contains all the necessary background information, protocols,
guiding questions, as well as space for students to record their lab notes and data. Developing this
handbook has allowed be to gain lab experience as well as knowing I am helping the upcoming students
in cell biology have a deeper understanding of an important subject for their future.

Title
Combined Effects of Surface Wettability and Roughness on Cell Adhesion and Growth
Student Author(s)
Timothy Duguay, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Jiehong Liao, Bioengineering
Abstract
Surface chemistry and topography are critical to cells' ability to adhere and grow on a material. It is
observed that moderately hydrophilic materials are optimal for cell adhesion. Additionally, in certain
applications, roughness can increase cell attachment. Research suggests that surface roughness
increases the hydrophobicity of hydrophobic materials and increases the hydrophilicity of hydrophilic
materials. While the effects of surface wettability and roughness have been investigated independently,
no studies have observed their combined effects on cellular response. This work explores how induced

roughness on hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials impacts the ability of cells to adhere, spread, and
proliferate. The aim is to create a laboratory procedure that can be applied in an academic
setting for students to observe how surface properties influence cellular response through hands-on
experimentation. Sanding paper of varying grits will be used to roughen the surface of glass and plastic
coverslips. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) will be utilized for qualitative comparison of surface
roughness. This study will investigate NIH/3T3 fibroblast cell adhesion after 2 days, and proliferation
after 4 days. Average cell counts will be determined, and microscopy images will allow for comparison
between materials and surface treatments.

Title
Tiling 3-by-n Areas with Triominoes, Dominoes, and Singletons
Student Author(s)
Calvin Finley, Mathematics (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Erik Insko, Mathematics
Abstract
This research deals with a 3-by-n rectangular grid separated into 1-by-1 areas, called spaces. We
consider the problem of counting the possible number of ways to tile this grid by placing a combination
of triominoes, dominoes, and/or singletons, which we call pieces. By tiling a grid, we mean that every
space is covered exactly once; furthermore, these pieces are defined as shapes consisting of 3
(triominoes), 2 (dominoes), or1 (singletons) contiguous, adjacent 1-by-1 squares. Building off previous
research dealing with counting possible tilings of a 2-by-n grid, we solve our problem by determining the
possible ways a column with some, all, or none of its spaces filled in could transition to another state of
being filled in by placing up to three pieces. This information, which is found through computational and
numerical methods in SageMath, is then used to construct a transition matrix, which ultimately allows
us to determine the possible number of tilings for various n values. The research concludes with
discussions on how the results would change if variations were permitted for pieces or if certain pieces
were omitted; also, it discusses tilings for the lateral area of a cylinder and directions for future
research.

Title
Detecting Live Salmonella Cells in Realtime Using Silver Nanoparticle Antibody-Conjugated Optical
Probes
Student Author(s)
Katelin Foster, Biology (B.S.)

Natalie Zapata, Biology (B.S.)
Sergio Orbegoso, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Kerry Lee, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Recent studies have shown that nanotechnology has a wide variety of applications in the fields of
agriculture and medicine. The organic synthesis of antibody-conjugated nanoparticles would allow for
rapid diagnostic targeting techniques of any associated live bacterial antigen. Salmonella is a common
bacterial contaminant found among agricultural imports as well as clinical samples from patients who
have ingested contaminated raw food. Current diagnostic methods require culturing samples over
several days, which results in a longer period before produce can be distributed to consumers or before
a patient can receive a targeted antibiotic treatment. In this experiment, we synthesized anti-salmonella
antibody conjugated silver nanoparticles with the capability of binding to salmonella in a laboratory
setting over a period of minutes. This binding was imaged and confirmed via dark field optical
microscopy and was found to have high binding efficiency with an increased rate of binding over time.

Title
Azul's Brewery at FGCU: The Development and Troubleshooting of an Industrial Brewing System
Student Author(s)
Juan Gamez, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
John Reilly, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
A fully operational, Nano-brewery is now on the campus of FGCU. We assembled a Blichmann
Engineering, all-grain, 10-gallon gas HERMS pilot system. We had to troubleshoot some aspects of the
brewing process such as, maintaining tank (hot liquor and mash) temperatures at a certain level at
different stages, developing standard operating procedures for the sparging process, and a standard
operating procedure for using the temperature and flow controllers efficiently. We also learned the
chemical processing involved in brewing and the fermentation process for the different types of beer
brewed. As the project is a pilot program for the Badges Initiative, the development of recipes and
standard operating procedures for the brewing system and fermentation is essential for the curriculum.
Students and faculty built the Nano-brewery, and the scope of this project is for the nano-brewery to be
student-operated and faculty-supervised at Azul's Brewhouse.

Title
Distribution of the Greenhouse Frog (E. Planirostris) across Southwest Florida based on Land Use
Modeling
Student Author(s)
Rebecca Goldstein, Biology (B.S.)
Samantha Troast, Environmental Science (M.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Billy Gunnels, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Invasive species have exploded in Southwest Florida in recent years (Holbrook, et al., 2011). With the
warmer climate and the favorable humidity levels, lack of risk of freezing, amphibians and reptiles alike
excel in the environment, one that Eleutherodactylus planirostris, also known as Greenhouse Frogs, are
known to thrive in. They are able to replace native species in niche roles; however, they do prove to be
an environmental hazard and harmful to more than just the environment. There is also a risk to the
economy and to human health (Mazza, et al., 2011). The introduction of Eleutherodactylus planirostris,
the Greenhouse Frog, is a product of the plant trade dating back to 1863 (Krysko et al., 2011), the
population exploded in Southwest Florida. This paper aims to study distribution data collected on
Eleutherodactylus planirostris in the Southwest region of Florida, specific to Lee County, and develop an
idea on preferences of temperature, moisture in the air and soil, and soil type that may influence where
the Greenhouse Frog will excel in the nonnative habitats they are now a part of.

Title
Evaluating the Hydrological Restoration of the Picayune Strand State Forest using Aquatic
Macroinvertebrates as Bioindicators
Student Author(s)
Tiffany Gaglia, Environmental Sciences (M.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Edwin Everham, Marine and Ecological Sciences
Abstract
The Picayune Strand Restoration Project (PSRP) lies within the bounds of the former Southern Golden
Gate Estates (SGGE), East of Naples, Florida, Collier County. SGGE was intended to be a residential
community in the 1950s under the Gulf American Corporation: roads and channelization were
implemented for the purpose of development. The objective of PSRP is to restore historic hydrology.
Our project is to monitor the aquatic macroinvertebrate communities for species indicators of
ecosystem compositional change, as well as to determine convergence between restored and reference
sites with a divergence from the impacted sites. Aquatic macroinvertebrate data collection is currently
taking place on 19 sites using D-frame dip nets. Eight reference sites are within the bounds of

Fakahatchee Strand Preserve State Park (FSPSP) and the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge
(FPNWR). The remaining 11 sites are distributed across the PSRP to include both restored and impacted
sites. We will compare data among the sampling sites to determine changes in composition and
dominance in aquatic fauna communities resulting from hydrologic and topographic restoration. The
PSRP may provide insight toward the entire Comprehensive Everglades restoration Project (CERP).

Title
Tape grass effects on water quality and responses to incremented nutrient dosing
Student Author(s)
Austin Grant, Marine Science (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
James Douglass, Marine & Ecological Sciences
Abstract
The main objective of this experiment was to evaluate tape grass (Vallisneria americana) and water
quality responses to varying degrees of nutrient enrichment in small mesocosms. Nutrient loading was
achieved with different masses of Osmocote N:P:K slow release fertilizer. Vallisneria response variables
were analyzed in relation to the nutrient loading. Water quality response variables were analyzed in
relation to nutrient loading level and the presence or absence of Vallisneria. The experimental results
showed that increasing nutrient loading resulted in increased water Chl-a concentrations, while lower
nutrient levels allowed the tape grass presence to reduce excessive concentrations. This suggests that
Vallisneria can improve water quality when nutrient levels are moderate but may be overwhelmed
when nutrient pollution is excessive. This implies that managers should focus both on restoring
Vallisneria and on reducing nutrient pollution, to get the maximum ecosystem benefits.

Title
Oyster Larval Concentrations and Spat Settlement in the Caloosahatchee River Estuary for the Creation
of a 3D Baroclinic Model
Student Author(s)
Brooks Harp, Marine Science (B.S.)
Rachael Waldrop, Marine Science (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Felix Jose, Marine & Ecological Sciences
Melissa May, Marine & Ecological Sciences

Abstract
The eastern oyster's (Crassostrea virginica) reefs provide numerous benefits such as being critical
habitats for juvenile fish and invertebrate species, along with contaminant filtration. In conjunction with
a baroclinic model that can simulate oyster larval transport and settlement within the Caloosahatchee
River Estuary (CRE), a field study was conducted throughout the oyster spawning season (May-Oct) of
2020 and 2021 to provide insight into the processes that shape reef recruitment. At ten sites throughout
the CRE that were deemed ecologically significant, 10L water samples were filtered biweekly using a 55μm mesh, dyed with the organic dye Rose Bengal, separated using an adapted plankton-splitting
technique, and counted using microscopy techniques. At each site, a PVC t-frame hung three shell
stringers to measure oyster spat settlement. Preliminary analysis shows that the Pine Island Sound
receives the greatest larval supply but has little settlement success until September, while the rest of
the CRE has earlier settlement success, albeit reduced. This data is being used to support the creation of
the particle tracking model, which will be conjoined with the 3D baroclinic model which can advise
oyster reef restoration projects and water management in SWFL.

Title
The Search for Thermosensitive Proteins in Burmese Python Pit Organs
Student Author(s)
Melissa Iglesias, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Sherri Emer, Biological Science
Abstract
Invasive Burmese pythons are efficient apex predators that have become a threat to local ecological
balance. In addition to their large size, metabolic efficiency, and cryptic nature, the pythons have a
unique infrared imaging system that may allow them to be great predators. They have pit organs on the
face used to image infrared radiation, which allows them to "see" heat emitted by prey needed for
effective targeting behavior. The pit organs may contain transient receptor potential (TRP) proteins,
which are known to detect thermal stimuli in humans and other animals. The purpose of this study was
to use Burmese python pit organs to search for various TRP proteins using immunohistochemistry. Pit
organs were obtained from pythons locally captured and humanely euthanized by the Conservancy of
Southwest Florida. The pit organs were thinly sliced and immunolabeled with TRPA1, TRPV1, TRPV3, or
TRPV4 antibodies. Fluorescence microscopy was used to visualize presence or absence, intensity, and/or
distribution of labeling. This work provides us with a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms
of infrared imaging in the pythons and how environmental temperature fluctuations impact the python
infrared imaging system and ultimately predatory behavior.

Title
Protein Structure Determination Via Machine Learning - How Accurate Is AlphaFold?
Student Author(s)
Quinton Jeske, Biology (B.S.)
Victoria Lowers, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Emma Brokopp, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Daniel Lambrecht, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
Since structure determines protein function, an accurate prediction can help understand biological
activity and is essential to predict whether small molecules such as drug candidates can bind to the
protein. For decades, protein structure prediction on the computer - starting with only the known amino
acid (AA) sequence - has been challenging and relatively inaccurate. As a consequence, errors in
predicted protein structures were large and predictions e.g. of drug interactions unreliable. The
situation has improved drastically with the recent publication of Google's AlphaFold program, which
predicts protein structures using machine learning approaches. In recent benchmarks, AlphaFold has
been found to be nearly as accurate in protein structure predication as the established experimental
techniques, such as X-ray crystallography. However, some important outliers were still found. In this
project, the accuracy of AlphaFold's protein structure prediction is tested for a set of proteins with
experimentally known structures in order to establish a baseline for future research.

Title
Gene identification and Screening for toxin genes in cyanobacteria from Lake Trafford
Student Author(s)
Matthew Kirby, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Barry Rosen, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Cyanobacteria, common name blue-green algae, are small single cell organism that have in recent years
become an important topic of discussion in Florida. This is largely due to their ability to produce a class
of toxins called cyanotoxins which include potent neurotoxins, hepatotoxins, cytotoxins, and endotoxins.
To characterize the threat to human health we worked on two aspects of understanding and
characterizing the nature of freshwater cyanobacteria blooms and we believe that early detection of
toxin genes could be used in conjunction with control methods before a bloom becomes too difficult to
treat. In addition to getting morphical data we aimed to identify the gene complexes responsible for
producing specific cyanotoxins and use Molecular detection methods to test for the specific genes in the
samples, even though the sample may not have been currently producing the toxin at time of collection.

This is due to toxins being released during cell lysis. To achieve this, we tested samples from three
different points in lake Trafford monthly over the span of a year and used qPCR to test for the presence
or absence of the gene complexes responsible for four different cyanotoxins; Microsystin (mcyE gene)
Saxitoxin (sxtA gene), Anatoxin (anaC gene), Cylindrospermopsin (cyrA gene).

Title
Seasonal variation in mangrove tree crab (Aratus pisonii) population characteristics along a salinity
gradient within the Imperial River - Estero Bay watershed
Student Author(s)
Daavia Nesbitt, Environmental Science (M.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Brian Bovard, Marine & Ecological Sciences
Abstract
Mangrove tree crabs are an abundant crab species found in mangrove forests throughout Florida. The
aim of this study was to identify seasonal variations of mangrove tree crab (Aratus pisonii) population
characteristics throughout a salinity gradient between Imperial River and Estero Bay, Bonita Springs.
Crabs were observed and captured from June 2021 to October 2021. A total of 537 individuals were
captured, comprising of 226 females, 188 males and 123 ovigerous females. In this study, salinity was
the greater contributor to population variation compared to air and water temperature. No crabs were
found in the freshwater river sites, and the highest number of crabs observed and captured occurred in
the site with generally the highest salinity. Salinity has a positive correlation with carapace width,
number of observable crabs and number of ovigerous females found. Site 5 was the only location with a
male biased population and sexual dimorphism with statistically larger females. A seasonal reproduction
pattern was introduced using the number of ovigerous females where reproductive effort occurs
through the summer, peaked in September and drastically decreases to almost zero in October. Spatial
temporal influence occurred throughout all populations where at least one morphological variable
differed from the others based on the site and month measurements were collected. Understanding
mangrove tree crabs in different ranges of salinities will help determine how climate change induced
salinity changes could affect mangrove tree crabs. The effects that climate change has on mangroves are
very well understood however this cannot be said for the most common macrofauna found in the
ecosystem.

Title
Utilization of Organic Dyes in Dye-sensitized Solar Cells

Student Author(s)
Bryan Ortega, Health Science (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Alejandro Bugarin, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
In recent years there has been a push for sustainable and renewable energy as concern for our
environment rises. For this project, the focus is its applications to sustainable energy, a very active area
as we attempt to move away from fossil fuels. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) offer promise as a
future energy-producing technology. Despite the maturity of silicon technology, DSSCs could ultimately
displace it simply because they are easier and cheaper to manufacture. This project focused on
developing a protocol to be applied for further testing a variety of organic dyes. We focused on the use
of bixin, fluorescein, and a lab synthesized dye. Varying methods and protocols were compared and
implemented to develop the current protocol used for this project. DSSCs were constructed and tested
using the developed protocol and dyes mentioned above. Values ranging from no voltage (0 mV) to a
high of 664 mV were recorded. Currently, the preparation of dye-sensitizer solar cells typically involves
inorganic reagents, high temperatures, expensive protocols, and metal frameworks. Current DSSCs are
less efficient than silicon devices; thus, significantly more developmental work remains to be done.

Title
An LA Teaching LAs: A Lesson on Learning through Groups and Teams
Student Author(s)
Peter Phan, Mathematics (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Katie Johnson, Mathematics
Lindsay Singh, Center for Academic Achievement
Jiehong Liao, Bioengineering
Abstract
Students participating in the Learning Assistant program for the first time are introduced to educational
research, active learning methodologies, and student-centered strategies to help them hone their
learning environment facilitation skills through a pedagogy course. At FGCU, one aspect of the course
allows LAs to lead a lesson focused on a research-validated, student-centered, pedagogical technique or
principle to an audience of their peers. This presentation is an overview focusing on the planning and
execution of such a lesson, as well as my own reflection post facilitating the lesson for my class. The
topic of this lesson is primarily based on a chapter of the 2012 text by Bridget D. Arend and James R.
Davis titled Facilitating Seven Ways of Learning. The lesson is structured in two parts: a facilitated
discussion followed by a mock demonstration activity of a real-world prompt the group is presented
with.

Title
Covalently linked hydrogen bond donors: The other side of molecular frustration in deep eutectic
solvents
Student Author(s)
Elizabeth Recker, Bioengineering (B.S.)
David Hardy, Biochemistry (B.S.)
Grace Anderson, Chemistry (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Durgesh Wagle, Chemistry & Physics
Arsalan Mirjafari, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
In this work, we investigated the effects of a single covalent link between hydrogen bond donor species
on the behavior of deep eutectic solvents (DESs) and shed light on the resulting interactions at
molecular scale that influence the overall physical nature of DES system. We have compared sugar
based DESs mixtures, 1:2 choline chloride/glucose (DES(g)) and 1:1 choline chloride/trehalose (DES(t)).
Trehalose is a disaccharide composed of two glucose units that are connected by a −1,4−glycosidic
bond, thus making it an ideal candidate for comparison with glucose containing DES(g). The differential
scanning calorimetric analysis of these chemically close DES systems revealed significant difference their
phase transition behavior. The DES(g) exhibited glass transition temperature of −58 C and behaved like
a fluid at higher temperature whereas, DES(t) exhibited marginal phase change behavior at -11 C and
no change in the phase behavior at higher temperatures. The simulations revealed that presence of the
glycosidic bond between sugar units in DES(t) hindered free movement of sugar units in trehalose, thus
reducing the number of interactions with choline chloride compared to free glucose molecules in DES(g).
This was further confirmed by QTAIM analysis that involved determination of bond critical points using
Laplacian of electron density. The analysis revealed significantly higher number of bond critical points
between choline chloride and sugar in DES(g) compared to DES(t). The DES(g) exhibited higher amount
of charge transfer between choline cation and sugar, and better interaction energy and enthalpy of
formation compared to DES(t). This is a result of ability of free glucose molecules to completely
surround choline chloride in DES(g) and form higher number of interactions. The entropy of formation
for DES(t) was slightly higher than DES(g), which is a result of fewer interactions between trehalose and
choline chloride. In summary, the presence of the glycosidic bond between the sugar units in trehalose
limited their movement, thus resulting in fewer interactions with choline chloride. This limited
movement in-turn diminishes the ability of hydrogen bond donor to disrupt the molecular packing
within the lattice structure of hydrogen bond acceptor (and vice versa), a crucial factor that lowers the
melting point of DES mixtures. This inability to move due to presence of glycosidic bond in trehalose
significantly influences the physical state of the DES(t) system making it to behave like a semi-solid,
whereas DES(g) behaves like a liquid at room temperature.

Title
Examining Differences in Reproductive Phenology Between Three Populations of American Beautyberry
in a Common Garden
Student Author(s)
Dakota Rivers, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Anna Goebel, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Phenology in plants, or the biological timing of plant lifecycle events, is typically influenced by
environmental factors such as climate and sunlight availability. In this study, we examine the
reproductive phenology of American Beautyberry (Callicarpa americana) from three geographically
isolated populations in Florida. Twenty-one cuttings from Charlotte Harbor, Buckingham, and
Tallahassee were planted together in a common garden so that they each were exposed to the same
external factors. This method allows us to identify if there are differences in phenology that occur due to
genetic differences between the populations. Data from the common garden was collected from
December 2020 to September 2021 and included the number of flowers in each stage (green buds, then
pink buds, then open flowers, then transitioning flowers) as well as the number of fruits in each stage
(green berries, then purple berries). Individuals from the Tallahassee population began producing
flowers and berries later than individuals from the southern populations, and several individuals from
the Tallahassee population did not produce any flowers or buds. These differences in reproductive
phenology between the Southern and Northern populations suggest that genetic or epigenetic
differences in the Northern population may be responsible for the delayed production of flowers and
fruits in these individuals.

Title
Determination of the DNA sequence of 1-6 Peroxiredoxin gene of Tillandsia recurvata
Student Author(s)
Alexander Scarafile, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Arianna Smith, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Rotila Hyka, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Stephanie Ruiz, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Takashi Ueda, Biological Sciences

Abstract
Our research goal was to determine the DNA sequence of 1-6 Peroxiredoxin gene of Tillandsia recurvata.
I was working on this project with Arianna Smith we were given a middle section of the DNA sequence
that was given to us by our mentor Dr. Ueda. This was a project that has been dormant for several years
so Arianna started it back up and I assisted her in the research; eventually we each started working on a
side of the DNA. We went around campus collecting various samples of Tillandsia recurvata or ball moss.
We performed multiple PCR's with various different primers and various annealing temperatures. We
weren't able to complete the gene sequence however we were able to extend it.

Title
Water Quality Nutrient Analysis
Student Author(s)
Bryan Suarez, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Nora Demers, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Surface water may become contaminated by excess nutrients and other impurities. Chemicals can enter
the environment through a septic tank, surface applications on lawns and agricultural fields, or
insufficient wastewater treatment techniques. Sucralose has emerged as an issue due to its inability to
be digested by the body and so entering the environment. This chemical is particularly widespread in
surface water downstream of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). It has become used worldwide as
an indicator of presence of human waste as it is incapable of being removed effectively by any manner.
The purpose of this research was to collect sufficient data on the nutrient status of lakes and subbasins
within the San Carlos Park/East Mulloch Water Control District, where homes use septic tanks as well as
four golf course lakes using reuse water for irrigation, in order to compare their nutrient status and look
for trends in sucralose concentrations. When sucralose values were compared to those for other
parameters such as total phosphorus [TP], total nitrogen [TN], and nitrates and nitrates [NOx], they may
be used to determine the quality of the water. Sucralose concentrations were found to be three times
those indicated in the literature on one golf course lake receiving reuse water. Each site's water quality
measures, such as TP, TN, and NOx or equal to or more than the maximum contamination level.
Sucralose concentrations and water quality in diocese search and places densely populated with septic
tanks during tropical storms, exasperating water quality difficulties. The use of sucralose to measure
water quality before and after big storms might help researchers understand how precipitation impacts
local water systems. There was no evidence of a link between water quality levels and sucralose
concentrations. The only trends that were evident were due to heavy rain.

Title
Comparison of the morphological change of 4:6 Ratios of Female Gambusia holbrooki Anal Fins in Both
Effluent and Natural Lakes to Determine the Indication of Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals
Student Author(s)
Nicole Ambrogio, Biology (B.S.)
Tiana Ward, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Nora Demers, Biological Sciences
Abstract
The last several decades have suggested that industrialization has led to an increase in hormonally
active synthetic chemicals being introduced into the environment. These hormonally active synthetic
chemicals are known as EDCs, which are formally called Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals. These
Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals are found in four main categories: pesticides, pharmaceuticals, plastics,
and personal care products. The chemicals can disrupt the endocrine system of wildlife and even
humans. To examine these effects in our study we used Gambusia holbrooki, which are also known as
eastern mosquitofish, as our model organism. When exposed to endocrine-disrupting chemicals the anal
fin of the female fish develops a gonopodium-like structure, which normally only occurs in males. For
this study, we collected fish from the shallow surfaces of various lakes among gulf courses in Southwest
Florida. We collected fish from both effluent and natural lakes. The effluent lakes were pumped from a
wastewater treatment facility to the gulf course where it is used for irrigation. We examined the anal fin
morphology and 4:6 ratios of female mosquitofish, Gambusia holbrooki to look for masculinization of
female fish as an indication of endocrine-disrupting chemicals in the water of the two different lake
types.

Title
Tipsy Cop and Robber Game on Graphs
Student Author(s)
Viktoriya Bardenova, Mathematics (B.S.)
Vincent Ciarcia, Mathematics (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Erik Insko, Mathematics
Abstract
In this project we explore a variation of the cops and robbers game, first introduced independently by
Quilliot, and Nowakowski and Winkler. In the original game, a cop and a robber alternate turns moving

from vertex to adjacent vertex on a connected graph with the cop trying to catch the robber and the
robber trying to evade the cop. In our variant we assume that the cop and robber are tipsy, meaning
that a proportion of both their moves are random, and rather than forcing the players to alternate
moves, we use a spinner wheel to determine whether the next move will be a sober cop move, a sober
robber move, or a tipsy move by either player. We model this scenario on vertex-transitive and nonvertex transitive graphs using the theory of Markov chains. Given a specified set of initial conditions on
the players' distance and tipsiness, we consider the following questions:
What is the probability that the game lasts at least M rounds if the players start distance d away? What
is the expected number of rounds the game should last if the players start distance d away?
One inspiration for this game is to model the biological scenario illustrated in the YouTube video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_mXDvZQ6dU, where a neutrophil chases a bacteria cell moving
in random directions. While the bacteria's movement seems mostly random, the neutrophil appears
slightly more purposeful.

Title
Genetic analysis of physically separated populations of C. adamanteus
Student Author(s)
Cyan Basso, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Dean Croshaw, Biological Sciences
Abstract
The creation of a physical barrier can cause the segregation of a population. As a result, reduced mating
opportunities and genetic drift occur. This causes a reduction in genetic variation that increases a
species risk of extinction. The population of C. adamanteus has declined substantially due to habitat
fragmentation and hunting, causing it to be listed as endangered in North Carolina. A better
understanding of the genetics of separated populations is crucial to prevent further extinction. In this
study, microsatellite sequences were used to examine the genetic differences among two populations
separated by physical barriers in order to determine if they are genetically differentiated. DNA from 19
snakes from Florida Gulf Coast University and 11 snakes from Bella Terra were extracted, amplified, and
genotyped using 6 loci. It was found that the two populations of C. adamanteus are genetically
differentiated, but there is a high level of migration between the locations.

Title
Malathion Resistance Testing in Ae. taeniorhynchus

Student Author(s)
Gavriel Burger, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Joyce Fassbender, Biological Sciences
Abstract
In this study, the effects of the insecticide chemical malathion and its product formulation, Fyfanon EW,
were tested to determine mortality rates of the mosquito species Aedes taeniorhyncus, in Charlotte
County. Aedes taeniorhyncus has previously shown resistance to the insecticide malathion due to
overuse of the chemical. The percent mortality of non-resistant populations was expected to be 100% at
30 minutes of exposure to the chemical. Three trails were performed to test each chemical using the
bottle bioassay assay method recommended by the CDC. Each trial included 5 bottles with
approximately 100 mosquitoes total. The bottles were checked for fatalities every 15 minutes for 75
minutes total. Malathion on its own was found to have a 54.4% mortality at 30 minutes, which shows
that there is still major resistivity to the chemical. Fyfanon EW, however, had a mortality rate of 95.6%
at 30 minutes. The increased mortality rate is likely due to additives in the insecticide, which make
mosquitoes more susceptible to the malathion. A two-tailed t-test showed that there was significant
improvement compared to the mortality rates in 2018 (52.2%) (Kovach, B. et al., 2018), indicating that
the resistance of Ae. taeniorhyncus to Fyfanon EW in Charlotte County has decreased.

Title
The Effects of Stretch on Cellular Wound Healing
Student Author(s)
Jose Cano, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Adis Muhamedagic, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Olivia Kowalski, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Krista Kostallari, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Jeihong Liao, Bioengineering
Christopher Geiger, Bioengineering
Abstract
In living organisms, tissues often undergo cycles of stretching and relaxation that may affect cellular
behavior especially during the process of wound healing. Mechanical conditions can influence the time it
takes for cells to migrate into the defect for wound closure. This study intends to observe whether a
wound could be stretched uniaxially to improve wound healing and which direction would be most
beneficial. NIH/3T3 fibroblast cells, grown to 90% confluence on UniFlex stretch plates, will be scratched
with a micropipette tip at angles 0, 60, and 90 degrees to the uniaxial stretch membrane. For each
wound orientation, one plate will remain unstretched over the 48-hour interval. Experimental plates
include one plate stretched for 3 hours then allowed to rest for 9 hours, and another plate stretched for

6 hours and allowed to rest for 6 hours. After each 12-hour cycle, plates will be removed from the
stretching apparatus to observe changes in cell morphology and migration and assess what percent the
wounds have closed through microscopy and image analysis using Fiji ImageJ software. Potential clinical
applications include developing wound dressings or therapy regimes for applying mechanical stimulation
to wounds at directed orientations to support cell migration and tissue growth to reduce healing time.

Title
The effect of the anthropause on wildlife biophony at FGCU
Student Author(s)
Shyler Carlson, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Charles Gunnels, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Wildlife are known to alter their levels of activity due to the presence of humans. After the campus was
cleared out during the COVID-19 pandemic, native wildlife were given the chance to explore the
environment around them without the involvement of humans. The limit in human activity produced an
"Anthropause," which reflected the decrease in human movement and impact during the pandemic.
Among other impacts, the Anthropause affected the soundscape by reducing the amount of lowfrequency sounds that people made through speech, machinery, and locomotion. Wildlife would be
expected to respond to this changed soundscape. We might predict that animals would call more and
for shorter lengths during the Anthropause because there was less competition. The goal of this
research was to look at the sound specific animals made before and after the Anthropause and
determine how the number of calls changed over time. The continuous collection of data from May to
August 2020 and May to August 2021 was taken from three separate locations at FGCU. These locations
were chosen strategically to demonstrate locations that little to no difference was expected, expected
the most difference, and a neutral location. Preliminary data suggest that amphibians and insects called
more during Anthropause, but birds showed no response. In addition, insects appeared for longer
periods of time after the Anthropause. There is some evidence that the animals responded to the
Anthropause. After controlling for seasons, there was evidence that animals do respond to the presence
of human activity.

Title
Assessing Middle School Students Impressions about Forensic Science with STEM Outreach
Student Author(s)
Michaela Clarke, Forensic Studies (B.S.)

Faculty Mentor(s)
Sari Paikoff, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
Science Technology Engineering Mathematics (STEM) outreach programs provide students and teachers
opportunities with hands-on demonstrations and experiments connected to real-world challenges
outside of the classroom and textbooks. STEM outreach programs expose students to different career
paths that they may not have thought about and will potentially increase the representation of
minorities in multiple scientific disciplines. On November 7, 2021, a STEM outreach program, Girls in
Engineering, Math, and Science (GEMS), conducted a hands-on forensic science experiment for middle
school students in Lee and Collier Counties. Forensic Science is the application of methods and
techniques of science to matters involving justice and courts. A pre-survey was done at the beginning of
the activity to evaluate the student's initial knowledge of forensic science. A post-survey was conducted
at the end to assess if their initial impressions have changed and what knowledge they have learned as a
result of the activity. Monitoring student perceptions of STEM and how they evolve provides new
information that can potentially increase students choosing a STEM careers.

Title
A Molecular Phylogenetic Analysis of a New Species: A Separate Lineage of the Florida Blueheart
Student Author(s)
Wyatt Clum, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Jay Horn, Biological Sciences
Abstract
The identification and classification of species allows for a better understanding of species interaction in
an ecosystem which is crucial for conserving the biodiversity of the ecosystem. In this study I use DNA
sequence data of molecular markers from both the nuclear and chloroplast genomes to investigate the
species boundaries between two morphotypes of the Florida native plant, Florida Blueheart (Buchnera
floridana, family Orobanchaceae). Analyses of preliminary molecular data indicated lineage
differentiation between the white-flowered morphotype of Buchnera floridana and the typical (blueflowered) morphotype. To develop new molecular markers from the chloroplast genome that would
have the greatest amount of sequence variability for the study species, I made comparisons of whole
chloroplast genomes from species belonging to the family Orobanchaceae and, based on this analysis,
designed primers for four intergenic spacer regions (trnC-petN, rpoB-trnC, trnE-trnT, and trnT-psbD).
Additionally, I collected sequence data for the nuclear ribosomal ITS region and nuclear low-copy gene
region waxy to address the species boundary question. Phylogenetic analyses of sequence data from
both nuclear and chloroplast genomes support these two different morphotypes as distinct evolutionary
lineages, which supports their recognition as separate species.

Title
Application of Radium Isotopes to Study the Transport of Dissolved Inorganic Carbon from the
Caloosahatchee River to the Gulf of Mexico
Student Author(s)
Susannah Cogburn, Marine Science (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Puspa Adhikari, Marine & Ecological Sciences
Abstract
Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC) is an important indicator of climate change and global warming. The
four major species of DIC in the marine carbonate system (CO2, H2CO3, HCO3- and CO32-) act as major
buffers in the ocean, important for ocean acidification. The short-lived radium isotopes (223Ra and
224Ra) can be used to track the residence times, mixing rates and transport fluxes of water and
associated DIC in the coastal marine environments. It is important to identify whether the influx of
nutrients and DIC from the Caloosahatchee river plume effects the Gulf of Mexico. Water samples for
DIC, alkalinity, and nutrients were collected from 20 sites along two transects throughout the
Caloosahatchee and the Gulf. For radium isotope analysis, 40 liters of water samples were filtered
through Mn fibers and were analyzed with a Radecc for 223Ra and 224Ra isotopes. The activities of
223Ra and 224Ra varied respectively from 3.2 to 40.70 dpm/100L, and 8.35 to 126.25 dpm/100L.
Similarly, DIC varied 23.28 to 26.70 mg/L.The radioisotopes showed mixed results by location, indicating
that both groundwater influx and river discharge play important role in DIC and nutrients loading in this
region.

Title
Identifying the Microbial Community in the Phychosphere of Microcystis areuginosa
Student Author(s)
Diana Diaz, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Hidetoshi Urakawa, Department of Ecology and Environmental Studies
Taylor L. Hancock, Department of Ecology and Environmental Studies
Abstract
Microcystis aeruginosa is a representative freshwater cyanobacterium and is known to form a
phychosphere, with other microorganisms to create a mutualism or commensalism relationship. These

satellite microorganisms may play an important role for M. aeruginosa in the surface bloom formation.
We aim to identify the microbial community in the phychosphere of several Microcystis aeruginosa
cultures. To identify the heterotrophic bacteria living in the phychosphere of different M. aeruginosa
host strains, heterotrophic bacteria were first isolated with Luria broth agar plates and partial 16S rRNA
gene sequence were determined. The 16S rRNA gene sequences were analyzed using MEGA software.
The isolated bacteria were members of different classes such as Alphaproteobacteria,
Betaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria and Actinobacteria. Majority of the isolates are Plant
Growth Promoting Bacteria (PGPB) such as Rhizobium, Sphingomonas, and Microbacterium. Other
satellites belonged to lineages known as an inhibitor, such as Delftia, or as an indicator for M.
aeruginosa being in a terminal state such as Stenotrophomonas sp. Microbial diversity within the
phychosphere will vary depending on the conditions and state that M. aeruginosa is found in. This will
influence the Microcystis-associated bacteria and could amplify different relationship. Further
investigation is required to have an in depth understanding of the different relationships M. aeruginosa
has with its satellites.

Title
Enhancing the Detection and Analysis of Low-Copy Number DNA from Fingerprints on Commonly Found
Substrates at Crime Scenes.
Student Author(s)
Camila Garcia, Biochemistry (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Sulekha Coticone, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
Obtaining a detectable amount of DNA from fingerprints is one of the issues that is faced by crime
laboratory personnel while investigating casework samples. To assess Low Copy Number (LCN) DNA in
fingerprints on various substrates/objects, parameters of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and
Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) were adjusted in this study. This is in an effort to provide DNA experts with
another avenue for locating a criminal suspect. Fingerprints were placed on various objects and
identified using black fingerprint powder in an attempt to find a particular approach dedicated to
studying LCN DNA. The various techniques employed were (i)increasing PCR cycles (ii) injection duration,
(iii) increasing the concentration ratio between sample and formamide, and (iv) concentrating DNA
samples. Increasing the injection time from 5s to 9s resulted in an average percent allele yield of 35.4 %.
However, increasing the number of PCR cycles from 28 to 32 resulted in an average percent allele yield
of 21.9 %. In addition, PCR enhancers (DMSO, Trehalose, Betaine) are being evaluated to increase the
probability of obtaining DNA profiles from LCN DNA. Preliminary data indicates DMSO provided the
maximum enhancement of PCR reaction to obtain DNA profiles. Future studies are being performed to
find the optimum concentration of DMSO to obtain the best DNA profile. These results provide useful
information on techniques that can be used to evaluate LCN DNA frequently found at crime scenes.

Title
Standardizing Procedures for Analysis of the Integrity of Archived Spaceflight Animal Brain Specimens
Student Author(s)
Stephanie Holtz, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Sherri Emer, Biological Sciences
Abstract
All tissues from animals used in spaceflight experiments are archived by NASA in order to determine the
effects of microgravity on physiological systems. However, some older specimens may have degraded
with long term storage and may not be useful in some types of research. The lab recently received dated
spaceflight rodent brains for studies of microgravity effects on the visual system. The goal of this study
was to standardize the methods to be used to evaluate tissue integrity of brain and visual structures in
30+ year-old NASA specimens. Brains from mice acquired according to approved protocols were flash
frozen, stored at -80 °C, thawed in fixative, then transferred to ethanol used for long term storage.
Hematoxylin and eosin and DiI staining techniques were used to stain brain areas, and characteristics of
stained optic structures were analyzed. Staining of the optic chiasm, optic tract and visual cortex was
observed. When used with the dated NASA specimens, the tissue processing methods used in this study
should have little impact on the ability to image general brain and visual structures.
Title
Application of radio and stable isotopes to understand and track sources of nutrients in Southwest
Florida
Student Author(s)
James Javaruski, Environmental Science (M.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Puspa Adhikari, Marine & Ecological Sciences
Abstract
Eutrophication of our rivers and coastal waters due to increasing urban and agricultural anthropogenic
nutrient inputs has encouraged the proliferation of Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs). In Southwest Florida,
these HABs take the form of rapidly growing freshwater blue-green algae as well as marine red tides
that result in substantial impacts to wildlife, tourism, and general human health. As urbanization of the
Caloosahatchee watershed continues and additional nutrients enter the river, it becomes more
important than ever to determine the contribution of each source to the watershed nutrient budget. To
better understand the nutrient inputs in the Southwest Florida coastal waters, we used both radio
(226/228Ra) and stable isotopes (13C&15N) as tracers. Water samples were collected from 44 sampling

locations in Wet and Dry season to determine the extent to which each contributes to the
Caloosahatchee and Gulf of Mexico nutrient profiles. The samples were then analyzed for stable and
radioisotopes, as well as dissolved and total nutrients (total nitrogen, total phosphorous, nitrate, nitrite,
orthophosphate, and silica). The preliminary results indicate groundwater influx is a potential source of
nutrients in this area. Upon completion, the results from this study will help us better understand the
source of nutrients that will be invaluable for proper management decisions.

Title
Determining Purity and Fatty Acid Composition in Shea Butter From Various Processing Methods
Student Author(s)
Dayhana Justiniano, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Sari Paikoff, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
Shea butter is a solid mixture of oils and fats that is extracted from the Vitellaria paradoxa tree also
known as Shea Tree. The Shea Tree predominantly grows in sub-Saharan Africa covering 20 countries
(Manikuu, 2017). The purpose of this research was to determine the fatty acid composition, peroxide
values, and melting point of various shea butters. Previous laboratory processes were done to replicate
the traditional shea butter process used in African villages. We are currently developing a one step
water free method to efficiently obtain high purity Shea Butter in a more sustainable fashion. The dry
extraction method involved the use of an electric press, which eliminated the need for water. Lab
synthesized shea butters were tested against a standard sourced from Burkina Faso in West Africa. All
samples of shea butter were tested via GCMS to determine their components, including fatty acid
composition. Peroxide was not detected in any of the samples, except for the sample that came from
Nigeria which had a peroxide level of 1ppm. This study's aim was to assess the impact on purity and
fatty acid. After assessing shea butter purity from the dry press method, the aim is to assess its
medicinal factor and techniques to create a field-friendly press in Africa.

Title
The Effect of Bupivacaine on Vesicular Stomatitis Virus Infection of L929 Mouse Fibroblast Cells
Student Author(s)
Arantxa Lazarte, Biology (B.S.)
Jorge Hernandez, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)

Mustafa Mujtaba, Biological Sciences
Abstract
During surgical procedures there is a high risk of infections, including viral infections. In this study,
potential antiviral effects of the local anesthetic, bupivacaine, are tested to see if it offers antiviral
protection alongside its anesthetic properties. Three experiments were designed to evaluate the effects
of bupivacaine on L929 cells in presence of vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). Cell survival was assessed by
measuring proliferation (WST-1 assay) and cytopathic effect (crystal violet staining). In the first
experiment, cells and bupivacaine were incubated for 24 hours, after which VSV was added to test if
bupivacaine would induce antiviral activity in the cells. In the second experiment, bupivacaine was
incubated with VSV and 24 hours later, cells were added to determine if bupivacaine is able inhibit VSV
directly. In the third experiment bupivacaine, VSV, and L929 cells were all added at the same time to
analyze if their simultaneous interactions could induce some type of antiviral effect. Results showed that
bupivacaine did not induce any statistically significant antiviral activity in L929 cells nor did it block the
VSV virus directly when compared to control groups (p>0.05). Thus, the results obtained from this study
show that bupivacaine does not have any antiviral activity.

Title
Antibacterial Activity of Nonsteroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs) on Gram-Positive and GramNegative Bacteria
Student Author(s)
Zachary Lerner, Biology (B.S.)
Destiny Prine, Biology (B.A.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Mustafa Mujtaba, Biological Sciences
Abstract
The importance of antibiotics to humanity cannot be understated as the use of which alone has been
estimated to have extended human life expectancy by two decades. Researchers continue to search for
new antibiotics to counteract the ever-growing antibiotic resistance. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs) could have potential antimicrobial activity. In this study, NSAIDs (naproxen, magnesium
salicylate (MST), aspirin, and ibuprofen) were evaluated for their antimicrobial properties using the
Gram-negative bacterium, Escherichia coli, and the Gram-positive bacterium, Staphylococcus aureus.
Results obtained from the Kirby-Bauer antibiotic assay showed that Staphylococcus aureus growth was
inhibited by both MST and a naproxen/MST mixture. Escherichia coli was inhibited by naproxen, MST,
and the naproxen/MST mixture. Furthermore, assessing growth by turbidity measurements showed that
both Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus were inhibited the greatest by MST and the
MST/Naproxen mixture. Surprisingly, aspirin and ibuprofen were seen to actually enhance biofilm
growth for Staphylococcus aureus in our anti-biofilm staining assay in 96 well plates while the other

NSAIDs did not have any activity. Thus, the results obtained from this study expand our understanding of
the antimicrobial activity of NSAIDs, some of which could potentially be used as antibiotics while others
seem to contribute to microbial survival.

Title
Effect of Covid-19 on Student Basic Needs Insecurities
Student Author(s)
Salvatore Levi, Anthropology (B.A.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Max Stein, Social Sciences
Abstract
Basic needs insecurity among students in higher education is a national health crisis that impacts
academic performance, social dynamics, and overall well - being. These basic needs were heavily
impacted this past year as the novel Coronavirus pandemic ravaged the world. This pandemic has
created a lasting impact on these areas of needs for students. This mixed - methods study is being
conducted among credit - earning undergraduates at Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU) using a
combination of structured surveys, open - ended interviews, focus groups, online questionnaires, and
ethnography. Data will be analyzed in SPSS to identify perceived impact of covid-19 on basic needs as
well as comparisons of perceived stress scales between the years of 2020 and 2021. We hypothesize
there is a positive statistical correlation between the covid-19 pandemic student basic needs. Research
aims to broaden understanding of how students utilize resources at Florida Gulf Coast University and
how this was impacted because of the global pandemic.

Title
Evaluation of Antibacterial Activity of the Tricyclic Antidepressant, Amitriptyline
Student Author(s)
Joselyn Lopez, Biology (B.S.)
Brianna Hubbard, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Mustafa Mujtaba, Biological Sciences
Abstract

Excessive, inappropriate and indiscriminate use of antibiotics globally has led to multidrug antibiotic
resistance, which complicates infection treatment options for patients requiring these medications.
Amitriptyline, a tricyclic antidepressant, is normally used to treat depression and anxiety. In this
experiment we evaluate the antibacterial and antibiofilm properties of amitriptyline against both Gram
negative and positive bacteria utilizing the Kirby-Bauer diffusion assay and measuring turbidity in broth
cultures using a 96 well plastic plate. Dimethyl sulfoxide was utilized to make stock solutions of
amitriptyline and was used as the control. Results show that amitriptyline has statistically significant
antibacterial activity and was more effective against Gram positive (+) than Gram negative (-) bacteria.
Specifically, amitriptyline had zones of inhibition against Escherichia coli(-), Pseudomonas aeruginosa(-),
Bacillus megaterium(+), and Staphylococcus aureus(+) at concentrations of 20mg/mL and 2mg/mL
(except for Pseudomonas). Turbidity measurements in broth cultures showed similar outcomes.
Furthermore, amitriptyline has a greater antibiofilm activity against the Gram-positive Bacillus
megaterium than Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a Gram negative, as measured by crystal violet staining of
the biofilm in 96 well plates. Overall, Gram positive bacteria were found to be more susceptible to
amitriptyline and could potentially be used as an antibiotic for bacterial infections.

Title
Phytoremediation of Landfill Leachate
Student Author(s)
Emily Lutter, Environmental Engineering (B.S.Env.E)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Ashley Thomson, Environmental and Civil Engineering
Abstract
During this summer, preparation work for the research continuation (Phase III) of Phytoremediation of
Landfill Leachate was completed. Research was conducted on holding containers, floating wetlands, soil,
biochar, and microorganisms to utilize for this project. All supplies needed were ordered, arrived, and
transported to the Lee County Landfill. The research site set up occurred on July 26th, 2021. Four 2,500
gallon holding containers were placed in a landfill cell and filled approximately halfway with leachate,
and a floating wetland filled with soil was placed in each container. Container 1 was the control and only
had the items above listed, container 2 had the addition of plants (red/black/white mangroves and
mangrove spider lilies), container 3 had the addition of biochar, and container 4 had the addition of
microorganisms (salt and metal tolerant, and epiphyte). Sampling has occurred biweekly since the site
set up and samples acquired have been frozen until analysis in the laboratory can occur. The goal for this
research is for the mangroves to remove toxins such as heavy metals within the leachate prior to the
leachate being discharged for treatment, either by deep well injection or sent to a wastewater
treatment plant.

Title
Novel Automated Oil Spill Capture and Recovery with Aerogels
Student Author(s)
Izabella Michalski, Environmental Engineering (B.S.Env.E.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Osman Karatum, Environmental and Civil Engineering
Abstract
The heavy reliance on oil among societies worldwide has created an expansive oil industry. As a result,
there have been numerous oil spill events that have resulted in detrimental effects to the environment
and human health. While some of these oil spills have allowed for advancements in chemical clean-up
methods, there is a general lack of innovation for oil spill management methods throughout the past
decade. Therefore, the focus of this project was to include new clean-up technology, a hydrophobic
material known as Aerogel, and run it through an oil recovery device that was built to extract the oil in
hopes of reusing it. This device was designed as a roller system that the Aerogel could be passed
through, thus pressing the oil into a collection container. The purpose of the Aerogel was to use a
material that would target only the oil spilled while avoiding the use of any chemicals to decrease the
effects on the marine environments. Contact angle data was collected to analyze the hydrophobic
quality of the two types of Aerogels used. The mass uptake of each type of aerogel was also calculated
to analyze the efficiency of the oil recovery device in extracting the oil.

Title
Determination of Favorable Conditions for the Regeneration of Melaleuca quinquenervia
Student Author(s)
Kevin Ortiz Diaz, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Marilyn Cruz-Alvarez, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Melaleuca quinquenervia is an invasive plant species that currently threatens the diverse biomes of
Southwest Florida. Melaleuca trees flower early and frequently in Florida. In order to study flowering in
Melaleuca, we have identified and isolated genes from Melaleuca with homology to flowering genes in
other plant species. To study the function of these genes we need to analyze the effect of their
overexpression or suppression of their expression in Melaleuca plants. However, no method is currently
available to transform Melaleuca or regenerate transgenic plants from transformed explants. This
research seeks to establish a Melaleuca regeneration method from explants in culture that would make
possible Melaleuca transformation in the future. Leaf tissue explants from young Melaleuca plants were

placed unto different types of media. Either Murashige and Skoog Basal Salts, or Lloyd and McGown
Woody salts were used. Varying concentrations of naphthylacetic acid and benzylaminopurine, and
either bacto-agar or gellan gum powder were added to the media. After 16 weeks, explants showing
root development were transplanted to new media suited for stem growth, resulting in six explants
being successfully regenerated into full plants. Having accomplished the task of regenerating Melaleuca,
the next phase involves attempting to transform Melaleuca.

Title
Isolation of the flowering gene APETALA1 from Melaleuca quinquenervia
Student Author(s)
Tristin Roberts, Biology (B.S.)
Grace Dorton, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Marilyn Cruz-Alvarez, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Melaleuca (Melaleuca quinquenervia) flowers early and often throughout the year. Finding genes that
contribute to Melaleuca's flowering and using the information obtained from their study to make other
plant species flower early and often is the long term goal of this project. One of the genes suspected of
contributing to flowering in Melaleuca is the APETALA1 (AP1) gene. Using primers based on conserved
AP1 sequences from other plant species and reverse transcription-PCR, a cDNA homologous to AP1 was
obtained from Melaleuca. New primers complementary to the cDNA sequence were used to amplify
Melaleuca DNA. A 650 bp amplified fragment was purified and its sequence overlapped with that of the
previously cloned cDNA. A Melaleuca genomic library was screened via PCR, using the primers that
produced the 650 bp fragment. A colony with a fosmid that produces that fragment was identified in the
library. The fosmid will be sequenced and additional primers will be made based on its sequence. This
will allow us to extend the gene sequences to include the regulatory regions. Further studies of the
Melaleuca AP1 gene, its regulation, and expression, may provide information on whether this gene is
responsible for the flowering characteristics of Melaleuca in Florida.

Title
Improved LC-MS Methodology for Determination of Endocrine-Disrupting Chemicals (EDCs) in
Southwest Florida Waterways
Student Author(s)
Marina Sciancalepore, Health Science (B.S.)

Faculty Mentor(s)
Daniel Paull, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
Adverse health implications of endocrine-disrupting chemicals (EDCs) demonstrate an increased need
for replicable and dependable detection methods to be utilized in monitoring efforts. Analytical
methodology presented in this study markedly improved quantification of thirteen EDCs in samples
collected in Southwest Florida waterways. Collection sites include freshwater bodies whose basins drain
agricultural and conservation areas as well as man-made resources in a residential community using
septic systems for wastewater treatment. The new methodology outlined in this study utilized solidphase extraction paired with a single quadrupole liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LCMS) to
quantify environmental concentrations of select EDCs. Separation of target analytes were achieved
using two variations of (150 mm x 4.6 mm, 2.7 μm particle size) reverse-phase analytical UPLC columns.
Gradient elution of a 3.3 pH NH3/TFA Water solution and LCMS grade methanol was employed in each
method for optimal analyte separation. Optimization of selected EDCs on these methods produced
linear calibration curves with an average correlation coefficient of 0.9997. Implementation of analytical
methodology discussed in this study resulted in detection limits as low as 150 parts per quadrillion
(pg/L).

Title
Identification of Genes Involved in Drought Tolerance of Ball Moss (Tillandsia recurvata)
Student Author(s)
Arianna Smith, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Stephanie Ruiz, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Rotila Hyka, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Takashi Ueda, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Stress caused by drought diminishes the productivity of plants more than any other environmental
factor. Tillandsia recurvata, commonly known as ball moss, is an intriguing model plant to study as it is
indigenous to South Florida and is often found in areas of low water availability. Peroxiredoxins (Prx) are
a family of antioxedoxin that function in relieving oxidative stress in both plants and animals. It is known
that in South African desert plant species Xerophyta viscosa (Resurrection Lily) 1-Cys Prx functions to
alleviate oxidative stress under drought conditions. A partial sequence of the homolog was identified in
ball moss, and this research aims to clone the complete gene in order to evaluate its importance in
preventing desiccation. Currently, a combination of inverse PCR and construction of ball moss genomic
library are being attempted to retrieve the full gene sequence. Completion of this research has the
potential to enhance drought tolerance by inserting the gene into agriculturally important crops through
genetic engineering.

Title
Impact of Land Use on Bald Eagle Nesting Habits
Student Author(s)
Aubin Stam, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Andrew Durso, Biological Sciences
Dhruvkumar Bhatt, The Water School
Abstract
The impact of land use change on Bald Eagle nesting in southwest Florida is not well understood. We
used beta regression to analyze the influence of landcover within a 5-mile radius on nesting frequency at
250 Bald Eagle nests located in Charlotte, Lee, and Sarasota counties over a 19-year period. We found
that most eagle nests were located near water, and that agricultural land had a negative impact on nest
use frequency, whereas urbanization had a neutral/slightly positive correlation. There could be several
reasons for our findings, including the large amount of coastal development in southwest Florida,
negative impacts of urbanization on competitors of eagles, or other unmeasured factors.

Title
Activity of the Melaleuca quinquenervia LEAFY promoter homolog
Student Author(s)
Veronica Stefanko, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Marilyn Cruz-Alvarez, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Melaleuca quinquenervia is an invasive species in Florida whose pervasiveness is owed to its frequent
flowering and short generation time. Flowering genes in plants show considerable sequence
conservation that can serve to identify related genes across species. The gene LEAFY (LFY) confers floral
meristem identity; previous studies have shown that the overexpression of LFY leads to early flowering.
Increased promoter activity of a Melaleuca's LFY homolog (MqLFY) may contribute to its short juvenile
phase. We are analyzing the sequences upstream of the coding region in MqLFY. Arabidopsis thaliana
was transformed with a construct containing these upstream sequences fused to the GUS (βglucuronidase) reporter gene via Agrobacterium tumefaciens. Transformed offspring were identified via
kanamycin resistance and confirmed as transgenic by PCR analysis. These plants were self-crossed over

multiple generations to identify individuals homozygous for a single insertion of the GUS construct. Once
the desired individuals have been identified, the environmental influence on expression from the MqLFY
regulatory regions will be investigated by subjecting these transgenic plants to different growing
conditions. Preliminary results indicate that MqLFY sequences have low promoter activity in
inflorescence meristems and immature anthers whereas the A. thaliana LFY promoter results in stronger
GUS activity restricted to the meristems.

Title
Creation of Channels in Three-Dimensional (3D) Matrices Using Magnetic Forces
Student Author(s)
Andrew Stombaugh, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Daniel Scarlett, Biochemistry (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Jiehong Liao, Bioengineering
Abstract
The creation of channels and networks of void space through biocompatible mediums has a plethora of
applications such as interconnecting bone scaffolding pores for cell proliferation or creating channels in
hydrogels for neovascularization by the body. As of now, there are many methods of channel creation in
semisolid materials such as 3D printing or gas foaming, but each method has unique attributes and
drawbacks. As a result, a novel method of adding channels through a hydrogel medium utilizing
magnetic fields to pull metallic additives through the hydrogel will be explored that will ideally offer
unique strengths and attributes. The final goal of the experiment was to find a way to create a user
desired pattern of channels through the medium for user specific goals, such as more rapid and
thorough vascularization of the hydrogels or greater interconnectivity of pores in 3D scaffolding. This
was done as a proof of concept by altering the direction of the magnetic forces present on a metal it is
slowly moved through the media in order to alter its traveled path. Through our experiment, it is clear if
more advanced equipment is used, greater variation in channel complexity and thickness is certainly
possible.

Title
Functional Analysis of Melaleuca quinquenervia FRUITFUL-LIKE and LEAFY-LIKE Genes
Student Author(s)
Gabriel Taggart, Biology (B.S.)
Shawn Brunelle, Biology (B.A.)
Rodrigo Tomas, Biotechnology (B.S.)

Faculty Mentor(s)
Marilyn Cruz-Alvarez, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Melaleuca quinquenervia is an invasive tree species in Southwest Florida that frequently flowers during
the wet season. To better understand this flowering, research is being conducted on two Melaleuca
genes with homology to flowering genes in other species, FRUITFUL (FUL) and LEAFY (LFY). RNAs from
Melaleuca flowers and stamens were reverse transcribed and amplified through Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) using primers specific for MqFUL-LIKE and MqLFY-LIKE, respectively, to obtain complete
coding regions. Amplified fragments were inserted into plasmid pCR2.1-TOPO. E. coli cells were
transformed with these plasmids to amplify clones. After clones with correct coding sequences were
identified, the sequences were removed from pCR2.1-TOPO and placed into plasmid pFF19, which
contains CaMV35s 5' and 3' regulatory regions to express MqFUL-LIKE and MqLFY-LIKE in plant cells.
pFF19 constructs were amplified with E. coli. The sequences were removed from pFF19 along with the
regulatory regions and were placed into plasmid pGA482. After amplifying with E. coli, pGA482
constructs were placed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens. Transformed agrobacterium were used to
transform Arabidopsis thaliana with MqFUL-LIKE and MqLFY-LIKE. Transgenic Arabidopsis are currently
undergoing several generations of self-reproduction, and will be crossed with ful and lfy mutants
analyze if MqFUL-LIKE and MqLFY-LIKE can rescue Arabidopsis mutations.

Title
Effects of Chitosan and Graphene Oxide in Alginate-Based Bioink Mechanical Properties
Student Author(s)
Steven Tran, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Wyatt Engelmann, Bioengineering (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Jiehong Liao, Bioengineering
Derek Lura, Bioengineering
Abstract
Alginate-based hydrogels are useful in tissue engineering due to their ability to create a favorable threedimensional (3D) in vitro environment for cells to grow and deposit extracellular matrix. Although a
formulation containing chitosan, graphene oxide, and collagen in alginate has shown promising
mechanical and biological properties as a molded freeze-dried scaffold, the alginate-based hydrogel is
too fluid to hold a desired geometry for bioprinting applications. The objective of this work is to adjust
the formulation of these four components in solution to develop an alginate-based bioink that is
extrudable yet maintains its shape prior to crosslinking with calcium chloride. Chitosan and graphene
oxide will be introduced at different concentrations into an alginate solution. Chitosan is included in the
solution primarily to enhance the cohesiveness of the mixture prior to crosslinking, and graphene oxide

has been shown to provide structural stability and support cellular function. After crosslinking, hydrogels
will undergo compression testing on an Intron machine to assess mechanical properties of the various
hydrogel compositions. The bioink formulation which yields optimal extrudability, maintains sufficient
structure prior to crosslinking, and results in the greatest compressive strength upon crosslinking, will
advance to cellular studies with collagen.

Title
Evaluation of Microbial Contamination of Various Non-Regulated Supplements
Student Author(s)
Maria Trujillo, Biology (B.S.)
Angela Catalano, Biology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Mustafa Mujtaba, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Microbial contamination of medication is a concern for the pharmaceutical industry as well as for
patients taking them since it can result in deleterious health effects. There have been studies
performed to test for microbial contamination and the types of contamination (fungal, bacterial, etc.) on
various FDA-approved over the counter medications including individual pharmaceutical active
ingredients and excipients. However, there is a gap in the knowledge about the amount of microbial
contamination that can be found on dietary supplements since the FDA does not regulate these
supplements as critically as they do medications. In this study, we determined if several common
supplements (post-production and packaging), had microbial contamination by incubating these
supplements in liquid broth media and solid agar plates (Sabouraud and tryptic soy) that allow for fungal
and bacterial growth and enumeration via turbidity measurements and colony count. Supplements
evaluated included vitamin D, vitamin C, fish oil, calcium, magnesium, melatonin, and a multi-vitamin.
Result showed detection of fungal and bacterial contamination on some of the supplements. A few of
the supplements had both fungal and bacterial contamination whereas others had only one type. Thus,
the data presented in this study enhanced our understanding of microbial contamination of various
supplements.

Title
Optimal Transformation of the Green Fluorescence Protein Plasmid into Escherichia coli using BaCl2 as
the Transforming Solution
Student Author(s)
Madison Upton-lee, Biology (B.S.)

Robert Bargeron, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Mustafa Mujtaba, Biological Sciences
Abstract
Bacterial transformation is a mode of horizontal gene transfer where the bacteria can pick up DNA to
enhance its survival in the environment. It is also used in science research labs and in the
pharmaceutical industry to produce medicines, vitamins, and other agents of importance. Our lab had
previously determined that in addition to CaCl2, the "classical" transforming solution, BaCl2 also
enhanced transformation. In this study, we evaluated the optimal conditions for transformation of the
green fluorescence protein (GFP) plasmid into Escherichia coli. In addition to coding for the GFP operon,
the GFP plasmid also contains the beta-lactamase gene, where only transformed bacterial cells can grow
on ampicillin containing agar plates, thus allowing for easy identification of transformed cells. We
tested optimal concentrations of BaCl2 in the transforming solutions, optimal temperature of the water
bath during the heat shock, and finally the optimal duration of heat shock. Results showed maximal
transformation occurred at an optimal concentration of 200 mM BaCl2, and the optimal heat-shock
temperature of the water bath was 42 °C at a duration of ten minutes. Thus, the insight gained from
this study contributes to developing better transformation protocols and enhances our understanding of
transforming plasmids into bacteria.

Title
A Lagrangian Larval Transport Model for the Caloosahatchee River Estuary
Student Author(s)
Rachael Waldrop, Marine Science (B.S.)
Brooks Harp, Marine Science (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Felix Jose, Marine & Ecological Sciences
Melissa May, Marine & Ecological Sciences
Abstract
Bar built estuarine systems in sub-tropical settings experience seasonally driven fluxes in freshwater
discharge. The Caloosahatchee River Estuary (CRE) receives unnatural volumes of freshwater releases
during summer months, while the circulation is dominated by tides during the lean season. This seasonal
hydrologic fluctuation has a negative impact on the biota within the estuary and can hinder the
ecosystems health and function. Many species, including the Eastern Oyster (Crassostrea virginica), have
seen a significant decline in population. The complex baroclinic flow structure of CRE has been modeled
and validated using the MIKE 3 FLOW MODEL-FM. The model simulates 3D distribution of temperature,
salinity, water level, current speed & direction for a two-month study period from July 1 to August 31,
2020. The simulated circulation data can be used for delineating locations ideal for future oyster reef

restoration. A Lagrangian particle tracking model has been implemented and coupled with the
hydrodynamic model to simulate transport and retention of larvae within CRE. Neutrally-buoyant
particles released at the dam site are transported downstream by the currents and eventually flushed
out of the estuary. This study is beneficial to quantitatively evaluate the residence time of the estuary.

Title
Sensor-based biodigester regulating systems to improve biogas production from food waste
Student Author(s)
Brendan Zwiefel, Environmental Engineering (B.S.Env.E.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
Seneshaw Tsegaye, Environmental and Civil Engineering
Osman Karatum, Environmental and Civil Engineering
Abstract
Sensor-based biodigester regulating systems to improve biogas production from food waste
The rising environmental pollution because of municipal food waste landfills coupled with the use of
fossil oil as source of energy calls for an alternative energy production and sustainable food waste
management. Landfilling is the most commonly used disposal option for food waste, but such disposal
for food waste is undesirable for two main reasons. First, landfill disposal precludes the potential
beneficial use of the embodied energy in the food waste. Second, municipal solid waste landfills are the
third-largest source of human-related methane emissions in the United States, accounting for 17.4% of
total emissions in 2018, and the highest content of municipal solid waste is food scraps. To address
these issues, a smart, sensor-based biodigester that converts food waste into biogas and nutrient rich
digestate is constructed at Florida Gulf Coast University and used for experimental study. The anaerobic
digestion process as a whole, the pH, and temperature of the biodigester, and biogas composition are
monitored using real-time sensors. The temperature sensors trigger the hot- or cold-water system to
regulate the temperature in the biodigester. The same approach is used for monitoring and regulating
the pH in the digester. Datalogger is used to collect relevant experiment for both sensor-regulated and
unregulated anerobic digestion process. The study showed that the temperature and pH have a direct
influence on the quantity and quality of methane generated from food waste. Preliminary findings show
a factor of 2 to 1.5 fold increase in the volume of biogas and methane composition.

Title
Development and Troubleshooting of Yeast Harvest, Production, and Storage for Azul's Nano Brewery
Student Author(s)
Marissa Kelly, Biotechnology (B.S.)
Faculty Mentor(s)
John Reilly, Chemistry & Physics
Abstract
It is common for most breweries to reuse yeast for several generations and still have high viability. Good
yeast harvesting and pitching is a great way to cut costs. We focus on yeast harvesting, fermentation
performance, and quality storage. The scope of the present study was fourfold: to develop an efficient
way to harvest yeast from prior brews; develop and investigate the best storage practice (water vs.
buffer); streamline the growing process for harvested yeast; troubleshoot the process of yeast counting
and viability. We have developed an efficient way to count yeast cells and determine cell viability and a
strategy for harvesting yeast from prior brews. We are in the process of investigating the storage of
yeast in both sterile water and buffer solutions.
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Abstract
Eutrophication is an ongoing issue for waters around the globe. Harmful algal blooms are fueled by
excess nutrients supplied by point and non-point source pollution. Agricultural runoff in particular, has
been identified as a main contributor to eutrophication. WetlacultureTM is a proposed solution, utilizing
wetland functions for nutrient retention, then 'flipping' the system to crop production without
conventional fertilization. The purpose of this study is to assess the water quality and agricultural
capabilities of WetlacultureTM in the experiment's 5th year. Sweet corn was planted late spring 2021
near Buckeye Lake, Ohio. Sweet corn planted in 2021 was planted on soil with four years of sequestered
nutrients by wetlands. Data such as ear size, biomass, and monetary value will be compared to a local
reference farmer using conventional agricultural techniques. Mesocosms previously used for agricultural
purposes in 2020 will be flipped back to wetlands and subjected to their respected hydrologic
treatments. Wetland quality improvement will then be determined by nutrient measurements of the

mesocosms' inflow and outflow and a floristic quality assessment to examine the successional direction
of wetland vegetation. This study will further determine the efficacy of this innovative approach to
nutrient management and food production in high-nutrient agriculture
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Abstract
As zoos become important in species’ survival, it is important to monitor their behavior and encourage
natural behaviors so that they thrive in their captive environment. An efficient way to monitor behavior
is to use an electronic behavioral monitoring system, such as ZooMonitor, to record the animals’
behavior and use the data to improve the animals’ living conditions. ZooMonitor’s behavioral
observation module has three sampling channels that focus on different aspects of the behaviors. This
project used all three channels to observe the overall behavior of the Malayan tiger at the Naples Zoo
and how he reacted to different enrichment items. The observations were conducted after a list of
behaviors and a habitat map were created to record the behaviors and their locations. After doing 15minute sessions for a total of 135 hours, behavior budgets and heat maps were created to represent the
data collected. According to these budgets, the tiger spent most of his time either walking, laying down,
or sleeping. Based on the heat maps, he utilized most of his exhibit space, but he spent a large amount
of time in shaded areas. For enrichment, he typically interacted with the items that were given to him,
and he showed natural hunting behaviors while interacting with them. One stereotypic behavior
observed was pacing, which typically occurred in the front left corner of the exhibit. Because of this, the
next step for a future project would be to focus on finding the source of the tiger’s pacing and to update
the ethogram so that the data collected is as accurate as possible.
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Abstract
Malaria causes significant mortality and morbidity. WHO estimated 229 million cases of malaria
worldwide (2019). While effective drugs exist and a vaccine has been recently approved for use in
endemic areas, 400,000 people die each year. This disease-causing P. falciparum is distributed
worldwide and has historically exhibited resistance to every major class of antimalarial drugs. It has
recently become resistant to artemisinin drugs, which are part of frontline therapies Resistance
emerged in Southeast Asia over a decade ago and studies have theorized resistance is spreading to
Africa. Science has adapted by creating different treatment plans. Malaria's mutation rates, frequencies,
and life cycles have been studied for years in order to better understand this disease. Results concluded
that high level of usage of this drug in combination with mutations, has led to drug resistance.
Mutations in the kelch gene on chromosome 13 (K13) correlate with artemisinin resistance, through
reduced drug susceptibility and delayed parasite clearance in patients. In response to control the
disease, science continues to develop new therapies that incorporate Nanotechnology, Flavonoids, and
new Mosquirix vaccine. These new methods could possibly add a new therapeutic approach to treating
Malaria and put an end to malaria drug resistance in the future.

